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TILAK MAHARASHTRA VIDYAPEETH, PUNE 

MASTER OF COMMERCE (M. COM.)  

EXAMINATION: MAY 2022 

THIRD SEMESTER 

Sub: Ethical Studies - I (MCES - 311) 

Date: 30/05/2022 Total Marks :60 Time: 10.00 am to 12.30 pm 

Instructions:   1) All questions are compulsory. 

2) Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

   

Q.1 Answer the following questions. (Attempt any two)  (32) 

1. Explain the Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization and Global trends in business.     

2. Discuss the application issues in Business ethics :Human Resource.  

3. State the Ethical dilemmas at work place  

4. Ethical issue in global business  

   

Q.2 Answer the following. (Attempt any one) (08) 

1. Explain in detail the Lokmanya Tilak‘s Geeta Rahasya and Management.   

2. Discuss the lesson in Management from Lord Krishna.  

3. State the Indian Business Scene  

   

Q.3 Write short notes. (Attempt any two) (10) 

1. Nature of Business Ethics  

2. Geeta Rashasya and management  

3. Herbert Spencer  

4. Lokmanya Tilak  

   

Q.4 Select the Correct Alternatives (Attempt Any Ten) (10) 

1. Tilak was a ----- personality.  

 a)Unique b) None of these  

 c)Mathematics d)Master  

2.  In ------- tilak started national Ganesh Festival.  

 a)1345 b)1888  

 c) None of these d)1883  

3. ------ brothers killed comminoner rand  

 a)Tom b)Chapekar  

 c)Bapat d) None of these  

4.  In ------- tilak started Shivaji Jyanti Utsav.  

 a)1907 b)1887  

 c) None of these d)1234  

5.  The imports into the country dropped by ------ % and hurt the british economy severely.  

 a)80 b) None of these  

 c)89 d)37  
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6.  Lokmanya Tilak along with -------- started the Home Rule League.   

 a)Joshi b)Anne besant  

 c)Kelkar d) None of these  

7. Prevention of Food Adulteration Act-------.  

 a)1999 b)1954  

 c)None of these d)2017  

8. Wealth created from society has to be -------- back into society.  

 a)Value b)Ploughed  

 c)Ethics d) None of these  

9. Ethics the word is  derived from the -------- word ethiioks  

 a)Indian b)Greek  

 c) None of these d)Japanese  

10. Ethics and -------- are generally used interchangeably.  

 a) )None of these b)Morality  

 c)Manners d)Ethics  

11. -------- presupposes the idea of social rule.  

 a)Ethics b)Morals  

 c)Manners d) None of these  

12. Knowledge can contract the --------.  

 a)Mind b)Space  

 c) None of these d)Money  

 

----------------------- 


